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numeri ally solved using a uniform grid of 6001 × 301 points. The ontrol-volume te hnique for the se ondorder dieren e approximation for spatial derivatives is used. The solutions were validated for a wide range
of Reynolds numbers (100 ≤ Re ≤ 1000) and Prandtl number Pr = 0.71, omparing them to experimental
and numeri al results found in the literature. The isotherm patterns and behaviors of Nusselt number along
the heated bottom wall of the hannel are examined. The study results showed that a ondition for the heat
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Introdu tion

Aim and obje tive of the work
Heat transfer and uid ow in separated streams are found in heat ex hangers, ombustors,
mi roele troni ir uit boards, and so on. Hen e, the investigation of separated ows is a problem of
great importan e for fundamental and industrial reasons. As is well known, the ow over a ba kwardfa ing step is the most representative issue of the lass of separated ows sin e it has a onguration
whi h is regarded as having the simplest geometry. In other words, the heat and mass transfer
in a 2D plane hannel with a ba kward-fa ing step and a heated bottom wall (or any other one)
is onsidered in numerous experimental and numeri al investigations. Thus, it is a lassi uid
me hani s ben hmark problem.
Be ause heat transfer and uid ow hara teristi s experien e large variation within separated
regions, it is very essential to arry out an a urate simulation of the me hanisms of heat transfer
in su h regions in order to enhan e or redu e heat ows. It is lear that a solution of the problem
rst of all depends on the Reynolds number Re, the Prandtl number Pr, and the expansion ratio
of the hannel ER whi h is dened as the ratio of the height of outow border of the hannel to
the height of its inlet segment. Boundary onditions are also of no less importan e in the mathemati al formulation of the problem [1℄. The uid ow and heat transfer hara teristi s at the inlet
border and on the walls of the hannel, as a rule, are known. So, it is not di ult to dene boundary onditions at these boundaries of the domain. An absolutely dierent situation takes pla e at
the outlet boundary of the hannel where the eld hara teristi s of heat and mass transfer are
unknown and need to be omputed.
In general, formulation of a ondition at the so alled `open boundary' (for the present problem it
is the outow border) isn't a fully resolved issue to the present day. The main feature of an ideal open
boundary ondition is to allow a ux of any hara teristi of the stream to exit the domain through
the open boundary without any upstream perturban es [2℄. As to the present study, it means that
the heat waves must ross outow border without any blo king or onversely fast es ape. As a rule,
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it is expressed in a sharp in rease or redu tion of uid ow temperature within a zone near the outlet
border of the hannel.
Numerous investigations are devoted to studying in ompressible uid ows in domains with open
boundaries (see, for example, [38℄). But in most ases it on erns the onditions for dynami hara teristi s of the ow. In regard to a transport unknown Φ (i.e., temperature, mass on entration
and so on), there are only a few studies that investigate open boundary onditions for those quantities. Although, as will be shown later, open boundary onditions for heat ux (temperature) an
substantially inuen e the eld of temperature in the whole domain.
Thus, the obje tive of this study is a numeri al investigation of the inuen e of open boundary
onditions for heat ux (temperature) on a solution of the problem of the 2D ba kward-fa ing step
ow of in ompressible heat- ondu tive uid.

Literature Survey
The uid ow and heat transfer hara teristi s downstream of the ba kward-fa ing step in a plane
hannel have been studied by many resear hers. As usual, experimental studies are presented by
a relatively small amount of works [912℄. Parameters of heat and mass transfer in these studies are
measured dire tly. Therefore, there is no problem of inuen e of boundary onditions on the resear h
results. At the same time pra ti ally in all theoreti al studies the domain length is a epted so that
at the exit from a hannel the uid ow is, at least, a plain-parallel stream. It is onsidered that in
this ase the reverse inuen e of an open boundary ondition is negligible for transport quantity Φ.
As a rule, a fee for the similar approa h is a needless long size of the al ulation domain.
Chara teristi s of heat transfer at the reatta hment region downward a ba kward-fa ing step
were investigated experimentally by Kawamura et al. [9℄. They reported that instantaneous heat
transfer distribution hanged in a omplex manner and, therefore, a temporal and spatial universal
distribution of a heat transfer oe ient was not found. But in average the peak value of the heat
transfer distribution shows a maximum at about one step height upstream from the time-averaged
reatta hment point of the uid ow. The same problem, namely, the lo ation of Nusselt number maximum relative to the point of reatta hment of the uid ow, was investigated by Sparrow
et al. [10℄. The results, both experimental and numeri al, were obtained for Reynolds numbers
Re = 100, 200 and 300, and for a Prandtl number of 0.7. For most of the onsidered ases, the point
of heat transfer maximum was situated upstream of the reatta hment point. This result onrmed
on lusions of the paper [9℄ about non-equivalen e of these two points of the ow.
The spatio-temporal hara teristi of heat transfer a ompanied by the uid ow separation
and reatta hment was investigated experimentally by Nakamura et al. [11, 12℄. In these studies,
the heat transfer in the uid ow reatta hing region has a spot-like feature, whi h spreads with time
and overlaps with other ones to form a omplex stru ture. They observed that the mean Nusselt
number distribution behind the reatta hing region was approximately proportional to 2/3 power of
Reynolds number. Namely, behind the reatta hment point the relation of lo al Nusselt number to
lo al Reynolds number in 2/3 degree an be approximated by a onstant value of 0.13. They also
reported that the time-spa e distribution of the heat transfer has a typi al spanwise wavelength and
a typi al u tuating frequen y in the reatta hing region. Furthermore, the origin of the spanwise
periodi ity is not the instability upstream of the ow separation, but is due to some instability,
whi h is a ompanied by the ow separation and reatta hment.
Aung et al. [13℄ have presented theoreti al results on erning the ow and heat transfer in laminar
ow past a ba kward-fa ing step. They reported that the size of the initial boundary layer in the inlet
part of the domain before step an have opposing ee ts on the reatta hment distan e, depending
on whether the Reynolds number is held onstant. Also, it was shown that omputed velo ity and
temperature proles had major dis repan ies in the separated region after step with those given by
the simple theory.
Kondoh [14℄ studied laminar heat transfer in a separating and reatta hing ow downstream
a ba kward-fa ing step. Three parameters governing the heat transfer: Re, ER, Pr were varied
in this resear h; Reynolds number from 10 to 500, Prandtl number from 0 to 1000, and expansion
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ratio from 1.25 to 2. Here it should be noted that solutions of the problem weakly dier from
ea h other at ER < 2, while at ER > 2 they hange more strongly (see, for example, [1517℄).
A ording to the results obtained, the authors have laimed that the peak of the lo al Nusselt
number isn't ne essarily lo ated at or very near the point of the ow reatta hment. Moreover, its
lo ation onsiderably depends upon both the Reynolds number and the hannel expansion ratio.
Valen ia et al. [15℄ studied the in ompressible laminar ow and heat transfer of air in a hannel
with a ba kward-fa ing step for steady and pulsatile inlet onditions. The Reynolds number was
varied from 100 up to 1250, and the expansion ratio from 0.25 up to 0.75. It was found that heat
transfer in the bottom wall of the hannel had maximum value downstream the reatta hment length
for steady ows. For the pulsating ow the primary vortex arose on the orner of the ba kwardfa ing step wall at the maximum inlet velo ity, and lled the hannel at the minimal inlet velo ity.
Also, the time-average pulsatile heat transfer at the hannel walls was higher then with steady ow
at the same mean Reynolds number.
The numeri al predi tion of the uid ow and heat transfer hara teristi s for a ba kward-fa ing
step by dis harging a jet through the roof wall of the hannel perpendi ularly to the main ow was
arried out by Yang et al. [18℄. The predi ted atta hment point and lo al heat transfer oe ient
were in good agreement with the experiments. A dependen e of lo al heat transfer oe ient from
the jet position has been found.
The heat transfer enhan ements of ba kward-fa ing step ow in a hannel through the solid or
slotted bae installation on the roof hannel wall have been studied by Tsay et al. [19℄. The main
parameters of the investigation were Pr = 0.7, ER = 0.5, Hb = 0.3, Wb = 0.2, 50 ≤ Re ≤ 500, and
0 ≤ Gr/Re2 ≤ 1. Here Hb is the bae height, Wb is the bae thi kness, and Gr is the Grashof
number. The authors reported that a slight movement of the bae ould ause a drasti hange
in the uid ow stru ture and temperature eld in the hannel. In addition, they stated that the
ee ts of bae width on heat transfer were insigni ant. Also, in these arti les it was shown that
a slotted bae an enhan e the average Nusselt number for the heating se tion of the hannel wall
by the maximum of 190 %. As for the solid bae, the enhan ement may be up by 230 %.
A study on mixed onve tive heat transfer for two-dimensional laminar ow in an in lined hannel
with a ba kward-fa ing step was presented in [20℄. The uniform heat ux ame into the hannel
through a wall behind a step. At the same time, the opposite wall of the hannel was old. The
inlet ow was fully developed and was at a uniform temperature. The investigation was arried out
at Re = 100, Grashof number Gr = 609, and expansion ratio ER = 2. The in lination angle γ was
varied from 0 to 360◦ at Pr = 0.712, and Prandtl number Pr  from 0.07 to 100 at γ = 0◦ . As
was shown, in reasing γ from 0 to 180◦ in reased the reatta hment length, but it de reased the wall
fri tion oe ient and Nu at the heated wall. Also, in reasing Pr in reased Nu and the reatta hment
length, but it de reased the wall fri tion oe ient.
For ed onve tion heat transfer due to uid ow over a ba kward-fa ing step with a porous
oor (bottom wall of the hannel) segment for a wide range of the pressure loss oe ient was
investigated numeri ally by Abu-Hijleh [21℄. The resulting Reynolds number based on the average
in oming stream velo ity and step height was 100, the expansion ratio ER was 2. The porous
segment was positioned around the ow reatta hment point on the oor. The main on lusions of
the study were that the addition of a porous segment resulted in an in rease in the maximum Nusselt
number Nu, and maximum Nu was more ae ted by hanges in the axial rather than the transverse
pressure loss oe ient of the porous oor segment.
Batenko et al. [22℄ arried out a numeri al study of a laminar separated ow behind a re tangular
step on a porous bottom wall of a plane du t with uniform gas inje tion or su tion through the
porous surfa e. The problem was solved for the following parameters: 10 ≤ Re ≤ 1000, ER = 2,
10−4 ≤ |F | ≤ 10−1 , where F is the ratio of the velo ity of gas inje tion (su tion) to the mean-mass
velo ity at the ross inlet se tion of the du t. It was shown that mass transfer on the porous
surfa e aused strong hanges in the ow stru ture and substantially ae ted the position of the
reatta hment point, as well as fri tion and heat transfer.
Abu-Nada et al. [23℄ studied a heat transfer and uid ow over a ba kward-fa ing step under the
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ee t of su tion and inje tion of warm uid, whi h is implemented on the bottom wall of the hannel
after the step. The investigation was arried out for the following values of problem parameters:
Pr = 0.71, 200 ≤ Re ≤ 800, 3/2 ≤ ER ≤ 3, −0.005 ≤ F ≤ 0.005. It was shown that on the bottom
wall, and inside the primary re ir ulation zone, su tion in reased the oe ient of fri tion and
inje tion redu ed it. The reatta hment length of the primary re ir ulation zone was in reased by
in reasing the inje tion bleed oe ient F and was de reased by in reasing the su tion bleed rate.
Also, the lo al Nusselt number on the bottom wall in reased by su tion and de reased by inje tion,
and the opposite o urred at the roof wall.
A steady-state onjugate heat transfer study of a wall and a uid for a two-dimensional laminar
in ompressible stream over a ba kward-fa ing step was arried out by Kanna et al. [16℄. As main
results they demonstrated that the onjugate interfa e temperature value de reased along the step
length and height. The minimum Nu fell after the reatta hment point position. At the same time,
the interfa e temperature value de reased when Re was in reased and it de reased for higher Pr.
Also, the lo al Nusselt number had a peak value near the inlet ross se tion and the se ond peak
o urred after the reatta hment point of the stream.
A somewhat unusual investigation was arried out by Saha et al. [24℄ in whi h a numeri al analysis
of mixed onve tion was observed in a re tangular en losure with dierent pla ement ongurations
of the inlet and outlet openings. At the outlet of the omputational domain a so- alled ` onve tive
boundary ondition' was used. The authors reported that the average Nusselt number and the
surfa e temperature on the heat sour e strongly depended on the positioning of the inlet and outlet
uid ow.
An investigation of ba kward-fa ing step in ompressible uid ow, heat transfer and onjugated
heat transfer is presented in Teruel et al. [25℄. Cal ulations were exe uted for the following parameters of the problem: Re = 10−4 , 10−2 , 1, 500, 800; Pr = 0.7; ER = 1.5. Ex ellent agreement
for uid ow at Re = 800 was found with numeri al data reported in the literature. However, the
results obtained for heat transfer and onjugate heat transfer have shown a few dieren es with
available data. As a result, further analysis was re ommended in this paper to nd the origin of this
disagreement. Here at on e it should be noted that the test results of the present resear h are in
good agreement with data [25℄.
Gada et al. [26℄ have investigated dierent thermal boundary onditions for the uid ow problem
in a plane hannel without and with phase hanges. The studies in a dimensional form were arried
out both by analyti al and by numeri al methods. Numeri al 2D simulations were done for the
operating onditions proposed in the analyti al part of the resear h. An ex ellent agreement was
found between the numeri al and analyti al results, with and without phase hanges.
Mitsoulis et al. [27℄ have tested the `free' (the same as `open') boundary ondition in several
ben hmark problems of vis ous ow. This ondition was proposed by Papanastasiou et al. [28℄
to handle trun ated domains with so- alled `syntheti ' (arti ial) boundaries, where the outow
onditions were unknown. They reported that the ondition was primarily suitable for ows in
ases where the boundary onditions were not known and the ow phenomena downstream were
determined by the onditions upstream ( onve tive ows). At the same time, it was not suitable for
the problems of ow with gravity or surfa e-tension ee ts.
The investigation by Dimakopoulos et al. [29℄ also on erned the use of Papanastasiou free
boundary ondition at the syntheti borders. But ontrary to the previous resear h [27℄ the boundary ondition was used not only at the outow border of a domain, but also at inow one. The
authors stated that the open boundary ondition was a very attra tive alternative for imposing
inow boundary onditions in all ases of uid ow.
As mentioned above, a quantity of types of boundary onditions at open borders for a heat
ux (temperature) is less than a quantity of similar types of the boundary onditions for dynami
parameters of a uid ow. Moreover, there are only a few works where the inuen e of dierent
kinds of open boundary onditions on a problem solution was studied. In the present referen e list
only arti les of Sani et al. [5℄ and Papanastasiou et al. [28℄ deal with this subje t.
In [28℄ a ba kward-fa ing step ow in a plane du t problem was solved using two kinds of outow
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onditions: zero ux of an unknown and free boundary ondition. It was shown that the se ond
ondition was useful not only at a far distan e from the zone with eddies but it worked even when
the ow was not developed at the syntheti outow border.
Results of the solution of four uid ow problems by using ve types of open boundary onditions
for the normal momentum equation at outow border, whi h were obtained by nine resear h groups,
are dis ussed in [5℄. The main on lusion of this omplex report is that the problem of implementation of an open boundary ondition is still far from nal solution. The authors onsider that the
most important issue for in ompressible ows is that the in ompressibility onstraint is all-pervasive
and rea hes up both open boundaries and all other ones. As a result, the instantaneous intera tion
of the pressure and the normal omponent of the velo ity dene the stru ture of in ompressible uid
ow.
In this situation, the problem of an open boundary ondition for non-dynami transport unknown Φ, as a rule, is not so dramati . Here the standard re ommendation on erning the lo ation
of the open border is to position it as far as possible from a zone of eddy perturbations of stream [30℄.
In this position the open boundary ondition should have no signi ant ee t on the solution inside
the al ulation domain. That is why a range of variants of boundary onditions for Φ is not so wide
as it is for dynami unknowns be ause the kind of an open boundary ondition for Φ isn't of great
importan e. Moreover, the zero rst derivative of Φ along the normal dire tion to the open border
is the most usable ondition. For example, the zero se ond derivative of temperature is used as an
open boundary ondition in [14, 20, 22, 24℄, and in [27, 29℄ these onditions were obtained from the
trun ated form of an energy equation. In all the other arti les of the present referen e list, where
the energy equation is solved, the zero rst derivative of temperature is used as the open boundary
ondition at the outow border.
This paper is stru tured as follows. The physi al assumptions, geometry of the domain, governing equations, and boundary onditions for vis ous heat- ondu tive in ompressible ba kward-fa ing
step ow problem and denitions of main hara teristi parameters of the stream are des ribed in
Se tion 1. In Se tion 2, the details of the numeri al solution te hnique are given. Then the results
of ode validation in terms of mesh renement and omparisons of present solutions with numeri al
ones found in the literature are presented in Se tion 3. Next, Se tion 4 ontains the main results of
the investigation su h as the elds of streamlines and temperature as well as the proles of Nusselt
numbers whi h are demonstrated and dis ussed. Finally, in Se tion 5 on lusions are drawn.

 1. Mathemati al formulation

 1.1. Physi al assumptions and geometry of the domain of the ow and heat transfer
An in ompressible heat- ondu tive Newtonian uid with onstant uid properties su h as density ρ, vis osity µ, and thermal ondu tivity λ is assumed. The ow in the problem is twodimensional, laminar and stationary. The basi s heme of the ow and heat transfer in Cartesian
oordinates is shown in Figure 1. Here all distan es are dimensionless. The height of the outlet se tion of the hannel is hosen as the hara teristi length. The notations of the length and the height
of the ba kward-fa ing step are lc and hc , respe tively. A ording to its denition, the expansion
ratio ER is al ulated by the formula ER = 1/(1 − hc ) in the present investigation. Designations
of the domain borders B1, B2, . . . , B6 are a epted in the same way as in Roa he [1℄.
A fully developed stream with onstant temperature T0 ows into the inlet se tion of the hannel
through the left border of the domain and ows out through its right border. The bottom wall is
heated uniformly with onstant temperature Tw . Hereafter the subs ript `w' denotes the bottom
wall B1. The walls B2, B3, and B5 are heat insulated surfa es. In addition to a primary re ir ulation
zone behind the step whose length is x1 , a se ondary re ir ulation zone exists at the upper wall of
the hannel. It is assumed that the ow at the inlet border of the hannel is fully developed, and
onversely, be ause a short hannel takes pla e in the problem, the stream in the outlet se tion of
the hannel an't be onsidered as the fully developed ow in the general ase. In other words,
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Fig 1. Geometry of domain and s

heme of the ow and heat transfer

the stream is not only outlet ow but, in general, an have inlet part of ow at the border B6 (see
Figure 1).

 1.2. Governing equations
The non-dimensional, non- onservative form of the ontinuity, momentum, and energy equations
in 2D Cartesian oordinates is as follows:

∂u
∂u
∂p
1
∂u
+u
+v
=−
+
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂x Re




∂2u ∂2u
+ 2 ,
∂x2
∂y
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1
∂v
+u
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=−
+
∂t
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∂y Re




∂2v ∂2v
+
,
∂x2 ∂y 2

(2)

∂u ∂v
+
= 0,
∂x ∂y
∂θ
1
∂θ
+v
=
u
∂x
∂y
RePr



(3)


∂2θ
∂2θ
+
,
∂x2 ∂y 2

(4)

where u and v are the horizontal and verti al omponents of the velo ity, respe tively, p is the
pressure, θ is the relative dieren e of temperature dened as θ = (T − T0 )/(Tw − T0 ).
The Reynolds number is dened as Re = ρU H/µ and Prandtl number is dened as Pr = µCp /λ.
Here H is the full height of the hannel, U denotes the average velo ity of the in oming ow, whi h
orresponds in the laminar ase to two-thirds of the maximum inlet velo ity, Cp is spe i heat at
onstant pressure. Time and pressure were nondimensionalized with H/U and ρU 2 , respe tively.
The time-dependent form of the momentum equations is aused by using a relaxation te hnique
for rea hing the stationary solution of the dynami part of the problem (equations (1)(3)) by time
mar hing. It is lear, that when the eld of velo ity is dened, arbitrary quantity of stationary heat
transfer problems an be solved on the basis of this eld. In parti ular, various solutions obtained
under dierent open boundary onditions for the thermal ux (temperature) an be analyzed.
As is well known, the main hara teristi of heat transfer at a surfa e within a uid ow is
Nusselt number that is the ratio of onve tive heat ex hange to ondu tive one along the normal
dire tion to a surfa e. For the bottom wall in the problem this number is dened as follows [22℄:

αH
=−
Nu =
λ



∂θ
∂y



,

(5)

w

where α is a lo al heat transfer oe ient in the formula for the heat ux q between heated surfa e
and uid stream q = α(Tw − T0 ). Be ause q is a fun tion of the x− oordinate, Nu in equation (5)
is a fun tion of x too.
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 1.3. Initial and boundary onditions
Initial onditions for omponents of velo ity are u = v = 0. Further in the range of time
0 < t < tm a smooth in rease in stream intensity through the left border of the hannel up to its
maximum takes pla e. For t > tm all boundary onditions be ome stationary allowing one to seek the
solution of the problem using a relaxation method. Also for the inlet boundary B4 time-dependent
fully developed velo ity eld is spe ied as a parallel ow with a paraboli horizontal omponent
and a zero verti al omponent of velo ity given by

u = f (t)

where

f (t) =

(

6(y − hc )(1 − y)
,
(H − hc )2
v = 0;

0.5 {sin [0.5π (2t/tm − 1)] + 1},
1,

(6)
(7)

0 ≤ t ≤ tm ;
tm < t.

In all al ulations of the urrent resear h tm is equal 1. It is not di ult to understand that the
boundary ondition (6) at t > tm sets at the inlet border B4 the value of average velo ity whi h is
equal to 1, mass ow rate Q = 1 − hc , and maximum in oming velo ity umax = 1.5.
No-slip and impermeability boundary onditions for omponents of velo ity are used at all walls.
As mentioned above, in general it is assumed that ow isn't fully developed at the outlet border B6.
In this sense any open boundary onditions have to be onsidered as rough ones. So, in the present
investigation Neumann boundary onditions owing to their simpli ity and usability are used for both
velo ity omponents at this border:

∂v
∂u
=
= 0.
∂x
∂x

(8)

Boundary onditions for θ are spe ied as follows: at the inlet border B4 θ = 0, at the heated
bottom wall θ = 1, at the other walls ∂θ/∂n = 0 where n is a normal dire tion to the wall. A ording
to the obje tive of the present resear h de lared above, several kinds of open boundary onditions
at the outlet border B6 are formulated here:
 the assumption of onstan y of a ondu tive heat ux

∂2θ
= 0,
∂x2
this is the linear ondition;
 the assumption of onstan y of a full heat ux [1℄


1 ∂θ
∂
uθ −
= 0,
∂x
RePr ∂x

(9)

(10)

this is the linear ondition;
 the assumption of onstan y of a relative dieren e of temperature

∂θ
= 0,
∂x

(11)

this is the linear ondition;
 and the assumption of onstan y of a ux of a re ipro al relative dieren e of temperature

∂ 2 (1/θ)
= 0,
∂x2
unlike the above onditions, this one is the nonlinear ondition.

(12)
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 2. Numeri al te hnique
Sin e there is no dire t oupling between the ontinuity equation (1) and momentum equations (2)(3) for in ompressible ows, a well-known approa h is to derive the Poisson equation for
pressure from equations (1)(3) and to use it instead of the ontinuity equation (1). As a result, the
te hnique of splitting of physi al fa tors [31℄ an be applied to solving the NavierStokes equations
(1)(3). In parti ular, this te hnique means that the solution should onverge to a steady-state one
through iterations in time. In ontrast to [31℄, two modi ations of this omputational te hnology
are used herein. First, an impli it dieren e s heme is used for momentum equations. Se ond, the
Poisson equation is formulated for the in rement of pressure (instead of pressure, as it was made
in the original work) with zero Neumann boundary onditions at all borders of the domain. The
onvergen e of the solution to a stationary one is he ked by means of the ondition

DV =

uk − uk−1
τ

I

+ v k − v k−1

Vk

I

< ǫ.

I

Here τ is a time step, the supers ript `k ' is an index of a time level, DV is a rate of relative
hange of velo ity ve tor Vk . The riterion of a ura y of solution onvergen e is equal to ǫ = 10−5 .
This value of riterion provides the a ura y of the numeri al solutions up to 6th de imal.
As pointed out above, the outlet boundary onditions in equation (8) are rough ones. Therefore,
the prole of u omponent of velo ity at this border an be hanged a little in a ordan e with some
additional ondition. Details of the te hnology for the orre tion of the velo ity omponents whi h
allows one to put an open border in any pla e are given in [32℄.
For the approximation of time derivative terms in the momentum equations, the rst-order
a urate Euler impli it time-stepping s heme is applied. And for the spatial dis retization of equations (1)(4), the ontrol-volume method with fth-order power-law s heme of se ond-order a ura y
is used [30℄. In all al ulations uniform grids are used. The resulting linear system of nite dieren e
equations is solved with the use of the original so- alled line-by-line re urren e method, a elerated
in Krylov subspa es [33℄.
Sin e the governing equations for u-v-p and the energy equation are un oupled, the u-v-p equations are rst solved and their results are stored. The stored information (elds of velo ity omponents) is then used to obtain various solutions of the energy equation.

 3. Fluid ow and heat transfer veri ation

 3.1. Grid testing
The grid renement of solution was investigated by detailed mesh testing that was arried out
for the following parameters of the problem: L = 10, ER = 2, lc = 0.5, Re = 1000, and Pr = 0.71.
As is shown in Figure 2, ve dierent meshes were examined. This testing used uniform grids of
1001 × 101, 2001 × 201, 3001 × 301, 4001 × 401, and 5001 × 501.
In the gure it is learly shown that the urves for the grid steps from 1/300 to 1/500 are almost
the same with graphi al a ura y. The most signi ant relative distin tions between solutions for
the grid step of 1/100 and for the other grid steps rea h 510 % for v - omponent of velo ity and
Nusselt number. For the grid step of 1/200 distin tions are noti eable too, but are very negligible.
Thus, to in rease the reliability of omputing results, a grid with a step of 1/300 is hosen as a basis
for further al ulations.

 3.2. Comparisons with literature data
The adequa y of the present numeri al te hnique is evaluated by omparing the present predi tions of some ow and heat transfer parameters with the experimental and numeri al published
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Evaluation of grid independen y for (a ) u- omponent of velo ity at x = 5.5, (b ) v - omponent of velo ity
at x = 5.5, ( ) relative dieren e of temperature θ at y = 0.5, (d ) Nusselt number at y = 0

data [17, 23, 25, 3438℄. As typi al results of these omparisons, Figure 3 shows the predi ted and
published dependen ies of length of the primary re ir ulation zone behind the step on Reynolds
number, and proles of Nusselt number at the heated bottom wall B1.
For the range of moderate Re from 100 to 500 (Figure 3, a ) a predi ted length of the primary
re ir ulation zone mat hes well with experimental as well as omputational results. For higher Re
it agrees well with omputational data (espe ially with Erturk [36℄ and Rogers et al. [37℄) and mu h
less with the experimental one. The dieren es of the theoreti al and experimental results for higher
Reynolds numbers an be explained by the presen e of three-dimensional ee ts in the experiments.
Comparisons of heat uxes at B1 (Figure 3, b ) demonstrated a good agreement of predi ted Nuproles with those presented in the literature.Almost exa t oin iden e of results an be onsidered
as a proof of the orre tness of the thermal problem solution even if one takes into a ount a small
divergen e about 810 % at lo al maximum of Nu proles at Re = 800 (a urve 4). The use of
quantity x − lc instead of x in both fragments of Figure 3 indi ates an insigni ant dependen e of
the step length on the nal result of the study. However, as test al ulations showed, this insigni ant
dependen e takes pla e for lc ≥ 0.5. But, for example, for the ase lc = 0 the solution will be dierent
from the one for the ase lc > 0 (see, for example, [39℄).

 4. Computed results and dis ussion
The te hnique of the study onsists in the following. The onstant parameters of all al ulations
are Re = 1000, Pr = 0.71, L = 20, lc = 0.5, the resolution of a uniform dieren e grid is 6001 × 301.
For these onditions the elds of velo ity omponents were obtained for hc = 0.5 and hc = 0.9. In
the se ond ase of hc a very spe i ow eld takes pla e. A series of solutions of the heat transfer
problem for dierent kinds of the outlet open boundary ondition is al ulated for ea h variant of
the step height. The solutions are ompared with ea h other for every series in su h parameters as
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Fig 3. Comparison of present results (solid lines) with literature data for (a ) length of the primary re ir ulation
zone behind the step, (b ) Nusselt number at B1: 1  ER = 1.5, Re=300; 2  ER = 1.5, Re=600; 3  ER = 2.0,
Re=400; 4  ER = 2.0, Re=800

elds of isotherms and proles of heat ux (Nusselt number) at the heated wall B1. On the basis
of these omparisons the on lusions about the degree of orre tness of the used open boundary
onditions at the outlet border of the hannel for the energy equation are drawn.

 4.1. The step height hc = 0.5 (ER = 2)
The elds of streamlines and isotherms for ER = 0.5 are presented in Figure 4. The patterns
are zoomed out along the horizontal dire tion.

Fields of the uid ow and heat transfer for ER = 2. (a ) Pattern of the streamlines. Patterns of the
isotherms for dierent boundary onditions at B6: (b ) ondition (9), ( ) ondition (10), (d ) ondition (11),
(e ) ondition (12). Levels of θ are: from 0.95 to 0.05 with de rement of 0.05, and 0.001

Fig 4.

Predi tably, two signi ant re ir ulation zones are situated in the ow: the rst one is at the
bottom wall immediately behind the step; the se ond one is a little further at the roof wall (Figure 4, a ) ompare, for example, with Erturk [36℄). Fluid ow near the outlet border is unidire tional.
However, its streamlines aren't absolutely parallel to ea h other there. Therefore, the ow is not
fully developed, i.e., the ross- hannel prole of the u- omponent of the velo ity is not paraboli
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and v - omponent is not zero. In the gure it is learly shown that patterns of isotherms for dierent
boundary onditions at B6 almost oin ide in general. The insigni ant ex eption arises in the ase
of using the boundary ondition (10) (Figure 4, ) where a sharp urvature of isotherms in the very
narrow zone at the outlet border takes pla e.
Additional important information about dieren es between solutions of the heat transfer problem depending on a kind of the open boundary ondition at the outlet border an be obtained
from analysis of Nusselt number proles. In Figure 5 the proles of Nusselt number at ER = 2 are
demonstrated for dierent open boundary onditions for the whole length of the hannel behind the
ba kward-fa ing step and for the narrow region near the outlet border B6.

Proles of Nusselt number for ER = 2 for dierent boundary onditions at B6: (a ) the whole length of the
domain downstream behind the step, (b ) near the outow boundary of the domain. 1  ondition (9),
2  ondition (10), 3  ondition (11), 4  ondition (12)

Fig 5.

It is learly seen that there are few dieren es between Nu-proles for ondition (9), on the one
hand, and for onditions (10)(12), on the other hand, in Figure 5, a. However, the sharp downturn
of the Nu prole for ondition (10) (a urve 2) near the output border is more interesting. Beyond all
doubt this downturn of the urve is onne ted with the sharp urvatures of isotherms in Figure 4, .
Mu h more detailed behaviors of Nu-proles lose to the outlet border are presented in Figure 5, b.
It should be noted that every se ond the node of the grid is marked on the urves by a `diamond'
bullet. The on lusion that the ee t of the boundary ondition (10) on the solution inside the
domain overs no more than two dozen nodes of the grid follows from the behavior of urve 2 in
Figure 5, b.
One more noti eable feature of the distributions of Nusselt number along the hannel length is
oin iden e of positions of the Nu proles maxima and the ow reatta hment point (Figure 5, a ).
There is oin iden e or almost oin iden e of these two points in literature for the 2D omputer
modeling [14℄. But in experiments the point of Nu prole maximum as a rule is lo alized at some
distan e upstream from the reatta hment point of the ow [9, 10℄.
On the basis of Figure 5 a need arises to study the detailed stru ture of isotherms in the narrow
zone near the outlet border for all four onditions (9)(12). It is not di ult to see in Figure 6
that onditions (9) and (11)(12) for the almost plane-parallel ow provide within a short distan e
a plane-parallel behavior of isotherms from the grid node to the node near the boundary. Whereas
ondition (10) leads to a sudden in rease of the heat ux in verti al dire tion in this zone.
The reason for su h behavior of the solution is obvious: ondition (10) demands preservation of
the full heat ux along the hannel, whi h is the sum of onve tive and ondu tive uxes. In other
words, ondition (10) doesn't allow the heat to spread horizontally near B6 boundary. Hen e, the
additional heat ux whi h arrives from the lower more heated layers of uid (or the wall B1) an
move only up. It is lear that in this ase the verti al gradient of temperature (Nusselt number)
de reases.
Of ourse, in the issue it is possible to redu e a little the length of the al ulation domain and
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Patterns of the isotherms near outow boundary of the domain for ER = 2 for dierent boundary onditions
at B6: (a ) ondition (9), (b ) ondition (10), ( ) ondition (11), (d ) ondition (12). Levels of θ are: from 0.95 to 0.05
with de rement of 0.05

Fig 6.

to draw the on lusion about the orre tness of all the onsidered open boundary onditions for
the variant of the problem ER = 2. In other words, in the ase onsidered the hoi e of an open
boundary ondition for temperature has no basi value at least among widespread ones. As for the
a tually pattern of warming up of uid for the hannel length onsidered here, it is lear that a split
of the stream into the top old part of ow and the lower warm one takes pla e (see Figure 4).
Namely, there is a lo alization of heat near the lower heated wall B1.

 4.2. The step height hc = 0.9 (ER = 10)
A fundamentally dierent solution takes pla e in the ase ER = 10 (see Figure 7). In this gure
the patterns are zoomed out along the horizontal dire tion in the same way as in Figure 4. The ow
has a omplex ir ulation stru ture in Figure 7, a whi h onsists of four eddies. It is interesting
that there are two enters of rotation in the primary re ir ulation zone immediately behind the step
and a saddle point between them, respe tively. At the same time the stru ture of outlet stream is
plane-parallel, i.e., it oin ides with the outlet ow in the previous ase ( ompare with Figure 4, a ).
As to solution of the energy problem, here another situation takes pla e: the patterns of isotherms
for the rst two variants for onditions (9)(10) are drasti ally dierent from the other ones for the
se ond two variants for onditions (11)(12).
Here it should be kept in mind that all four patterns of the isotherms are orre t solutions of the
mathemati al formulations of the problem whi h dier only by output boundary onditions. But
the physi al orre tness of solutions in Figures 7, b  raises doubts for the following reasons. Firstly,
this is a weak warming up of uid in a top part of the region immediately behind the step for the
range of x from 0.5 to 3. Although the presen e of two eddies behind the step has to ause intensive
heat ex hange as it was in Figure 4. Se ondly, this is a downstream fall of temperature in the right
top part of the hannel for 10 < x < 20. For the given boundary onditions on the bottom B1 and
top B3 walls this is possible only in the ase of presen e of the sour e term whi h plays the role of
heat outow in the energy equation. But su h a term in equation (4) is absent. Hen e, in these
ases the boundary onditions (9)(10) a t as some kind of arti ial heat outow.
Due to the relative smallness of mass ow rate Q for hc = 0.9 (as was mentioned above,
Q = 1 − hc in dimensionless presentation) the mean velo ity of stream for this ase is less than
the one for the previous ase hc = 0.5. Therefore, uid downstream here has to warm up more
qui kly. These are the patterns of warming up of the liquid one an see in Figures 7, d e. Whereas
the elds of the heat transfer in Figures 7, b  have stru tures similar to the patterns of isotherms in
Figure 4, i.e., ow separation into the old top part and the warm bottom one takes pla e. It turns
out that despite of de rease in the ow velo ity, heat ontinues to remain in a narrow lower region of
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Fields of the uid ow and heat transfer for ER = 10. (a ) Pattern of the streamlines. Patterns of the
isotherms for dierent boundary onditions at B6: (b ) ondition (9), ( ) ondition (10)), (d ) ondition (11),
(e ) ondition (12). Levels of θ are: from 0.95 to 0.05 with de rement of 0.05, and 0.001

Fig 7.

the hannel. Su h a pi ture of warming up of the uid ow ontradi ts ommon sense. As a result,
the solutions in Figures 7, b  annot be onsidered to be orre t enough from the point of view
of physi al legitima y of the pro ess. Here it is ne essary to pay attention to one very important
feature of the onsideration: the unsu essful open boundary onditions (9)(10) have distorted the
solutions in the whole al ulation domain, but not just in a small outlet boundary region.
The proles of Nusselt number at heated wall B1 for the whole length of the hannel and for the
very small part near the outlet hannel border are observed in Figure 8.

Fig 8.

Proles of Nusselt number for ER = 10 for dierent boundary onditions at B6: (a ) the whole length of the
domain downstream behind the step, (b ) near outow boundary of the domain. 1  ondition (9),
2  ondition (10), 3  ondition (11), 4  ondition (12)

It is obvious that for the reasons dis ussed above, Nu-proles for onditions (9)(10) ( urves 1, 2)
dier from su h proles for onditions (11)(12) ( urves 3, 4). It is not di ult to understand that
due to a loser position of the ool layers of the liquid to the heated wall B1 urves of Nu 1 and 2
are situated higher than urves 3 and 4. The urve 2 ( ondition (10)) has a sharp downturn lose
to the outlet border due to the same reasons as for the ase ER = 2 be ause these reasons do not
depend on the height of the ba kward fa ing step.
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The detailed patterns of isotherms in the outlet part of the hannel in Figure 9 explain the
behaviors of Nu proles in Figure 8, b. Really, the dense arrangement of the isotherms in Figure 9, a
near the bottom wall is indi ative of a thin warming up layer, therefore, the heat ux from the wall
to the uid ow has to be onsiderable ( urve 1 in Figure 8, b ). Very urved isotherms in the narrow
region lose to the outlet border (see Figure 9, b ) suggest a sharp hange of Nu value in this region
( urve 2 in Figure 8, b ). And nally, the rare plane-parallel isotherms in Figures 9, d orrespond
to a moderate onstant Nusselt number ( urves 3 and 4 in Figure 8, b ).

Patterns of the isotherms near the outow boundary of the domain for ER = 10 for dierent boundary
onditions at B6: (a ) ondition (9), (b ) ondition (10), ( ) ondition (11), (d ) ondition (12). Levels of θ are:
from 0.95 to 0.05 with de rement of 0.05

Fig 9.

The analysis arried out above allows a on lusion that onditions (11)(12) are more a eptable
than onditions (9)(10). But both ER ases have a ommon spe i feature, namely, a planeparallel (or almost plane-parallel) stru ture of the stream near the outlet border of the hannel (see
Figures 4, a and 7, a ). The natural question arises: what will be the solution of the energy equation
if the ow at the exit from the hannel is not a plane-parallel one?
To obtain the answer on this matter, the following problem has been solved. From the whole
domain of uid ow data (0 ≤ x ≤ 20, see Figure 7, a ) a subset of the ow data has been extra ted
(0 ≤ x ≤ 8, see Figure 10, a ) for whi h the energy equation (4) was solved for two kinds of open
boundary onditions (11) and (12) at the outlet border of the restri ted domain. The results of these
solutions are demonstrated in Figures 10, d. At the same time in Figure 10, b an input part of
the isotherms eld whi h is an extra tion from the solution for the whole length of the hannel (see
Figure 7, d ), is presented.
It is not di ult to see that the heat elds in Figures 10, b d oin ide well, whereas solutions
in Figures 10, b  dier essentially. Hen e, of the two open boundary onditions (11) and (12),
nonlinear ondition (12) is a more preferable one. It should be noted that the deformations of the
solution in Figure 10, are very similar to the ones in Figures 7, b  . This means that the reasons
whi h have generated these deformations are the same.
Before making a nal hoi e of the open boundary ondition, it makes sense to explore the results
of appli ation to the heat problem of open onditions whi h belong to the lass of so- alled radiation
methods. In parti ular, the well-known `Orlanski-type' [24, 7, 40℄ open boundary onditions belong
to this lass. In the present investigation an impli it variant of two-layer Orlanski ondition [4℄ and
two-layer modi ation of simplied Orlanski method [3℄ are examined. These onditions in relation
to the given study are written as follows:
 on the base Han et al. [4℄
k+1
θnk+1 (1 + c (τ /∆x) − c (τ /∆x)θn−1
= θnk ,

where

(13)
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c̃,
c = ∆x/τ,


0,

0 ≤ c̃ ≤ ∆x/τ,
c̃ > ∆x/τ,
c̃ < 0;

 on the base Camerlengo et al. [3℄

θnk+1

(
k ,
θn−1
=
θnk ,

c̃ ≥ 0,
c̃ < 0.

(14)

k−1
k ), n  the number of grid nodes along the xk
k
− θn−2
− θn−1
)/(θn−1
Here c̃ = −(∆x/τ )(θn−1
oordinate, ∆x  a grid step.

Fields of the uid ow and heat transfer for ER = 10. (a ) Pattern of the streamlines. Patterns of the
isotherms for dierent boundary onditions at B6 and lengths of the domain: (b ) ondition (11), L = 20;
( ) ondition (11), L = 8; (d ) ondition (12), L = 8. Levels of θ are: from 0.95 to 0.05 with de rement of 0.05

Fig 10.

The patterns of isotherms for the problem just onsidered (see Figure 10) but for the outlet
boundary onditions (13) and (14) both for the whole length of the al ulation domain and for
the narrow zone at the outlet border B6 are presented in Figure 11. First of all one an see that
these patterns oin ide with the heat eld for ondition (12) as a whole ( ompare Figure 10, d with
Figures 11, a b ). Espe ially the pattern of isotherms for ondition (14) almost ompletely repeats
the one for ondition (12), whereas the pattern for ondition (13) at the outow border has more
signi ant dieren es (see the top right part of the pattern in Figure 11, a and ).
Nevertheless, there are dieren es between solutions for onditions (12) and (14) and it is well
visible in Figure 12 where Nusselt number proles for dierent kinds of open boundary onditions
and lengths for the hannel are demonstrated.
It is not di ult to see that all Nu proles for the hannel with length L = 20 are the same
and do not depend on the open boundary onditions (dashed urves). Hen e, this dashed prole
an be regarded as a true solution of the problem both for the whole length of the hannel and for
the region 0 ≤ x ≤ 8. Distin tions between the Nu-prole for ondition (12), on the one hand, and
the urves for onditions (13) and (14), on the other hand, begin at a distan e of 1520 % from the
output se tion of the `short' hannel with L = 8 ( urves 5 and 6). Moreover, prole 5 `shoots up' at
the exit from the hannel be ause of the non-physi al behavior of isotherms there (see Figure 11, ).
However, it should be noted that dieren es of the solutions for onditions (13) and (14) ( urves 5
and 6) from the orre t solution under ondition (12) ( urve 4) are mu h less than the dieren es
between the solutions for onditions (11) and (12) ( urves 3 and 4). Espe ially that distin tions
between solutions for `radiation-type' boundary onditions (13), (14) and nonlinear one (12) are
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Fig 11. Patterns of the isotherms for dierent boundary onditions at B6. For the whole length of the domain:
(a ) ondition (13), (b ) ondition (14); at the outow boundary of the domain: ( ) ondition (13), (d ) ondition (14).
Levels of θ are: from 0.95 to 0.05 (a )(b ), and to 0.15 ( )(d ) with de rement of 0.05

Proles of Nusselt number for ER = 10 for dierent boundary onditions at B6 and the domain lengths:
solid lines  L = 8, dashed lines  L = 20; 3  ondition (11), 4  ondition (12), 5  ondition (13),
6  ondition (14)

Fig 12.

lo alized in rather a small region at the exit from the hannel. Hen e, at a good hoi e of a hannel
length a solution in the similar region an just be negle ted.

 5. Con lusions
The solutions of the 2D laminar steady in ompressible ow and heat transfer over ba kwardfa ing step ow test problem for the short hannel have been studied. The obje tive of this study
was numeri al investigation of the ee t of the open boundary onditions on the solution of the
heat transfer problem. The numeri al te hnique of splitting of the physi al fa tors and the authors'
original method for solving the systems of linear algebrai equations with sparse matrix were used
to obtain solutions of the problem. The test numeri al results obtained within this resear h are in
a very good agreement with those presented in the literature.
All al ulations had been arried out for the following parameters of the problem statement:
Re = 1000, Pr = 0.71. During the investigation su h problem parameters as the hannel length,
the ba kward fa ing step height, and the kind of open boundary ondition at the outlet border of
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the hannel were varied: the hannel length L = 8, 10, and 20; the expansion ratio ER = 1.5, 2,
and 10. On the whole, six kinds of open boundary onditions were examined. It is possible to draw
the following on lusions on the basis of analysis of the obtained solutions in the onsidered range
of hange of the problem parameters and the kinds of open boundary ondition:
1. For the expansion ratio ER = 10 the solution of NavierStokes equations has a omplex ir ulation stru ture. In parti ular, immediately behind the step two large eddies are situated one
above the other. Moreover, one of them has two enters of rotation and a saddle point between
them.
2. An unsu essful open boundary ondition an substantially distort the heat eld in the whole
al ulation domain, and not just in a narrow zone near the output border.
3. The nonlinear ondition (12) is the most preferable to stationary heat problems from the onsidered variants of open boundary onditions.
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Â ñòàòüå ðàññìàòðèâàåòñÿ ìîäåëüíàÿ çàäà÷à íåñæèìàåìîãî òå÷åíèÿ æèäêîñòè è ïåðåíîñà òåïëà â êîðîòêîì ïëîñêîì êàíàëå ñ îáðàòíûì óñòóïîì. Öåëü ðàáîòû ñîñòîèò â èññëåäîâàíèè âëèÿíèÿ ãðàíè÷íîãî
óñëîâèÿ äëÿ ïîòîêà òåïëà (òåìïåðàòóðû) íà âûõîäå èç êàíàëà íà õàðàêòåðèñòèêè òåïëîïåðåíîñà âíóòðè êàíàëà. Ñèñòåìà óðàâíåíèé ÍàâüåÑòîêñà è áàëàíñà òåïëà ðåøàþòñÿ ÷èñëåííî ñ èñïîëüçîâàíèåì
ðàâíîìåðíîé ñåòêè ðàçðåøåíèåì 6001 × 301 óçëîâ. Äëÿ ðàçíîñòíîé àïïðîêñèìàöèè ïðîñòðàíñòâåííûõ
ïðîèçâîäíûõ èñïîëüçóåòñÿ ìåòîä êîíòðîëüíîãî îáúåìà âòîðîãî ïîðÿäêà. Äîñòîâåðíîñòü ïîëó÷àåìûõ ðåøåíèé ïîäòâåðæäåíà äëÿ øèðîêîãî äèàïàçîíà ÷èñëà åéíîëüäñà (100 6 Re 6 1000) è ÷èñëà Ïðàíäòëÿ
Pr = 0.71 ïóòåì ñðàâíåíèÿ ñ ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíûìè è òåîðåòè÷åñêèìè ðåçóëüòàòàìè, íàéäåííûìè â ëèòåðàòóðå. Àíàëèçèðóþòñÿ êàðòèíû òå÷åíèÿ, ïîëÿ èçîòåðì ïåðåãðåâà ïîòîêà è ïîâåäåíèå ëîêàëüíîãî
÷èñëà Íóññåëüòà âäîëü íàãðåòîé íèæíåé ñòåíêè êàíàëà â çàâèñèìîñòè îò âûáîðà âûõîäíîãî ãðàíè÷íîãî óñëîâèÿ äëÿ ïîòîêà òåïëà (òåìïåðàòóðû). Ïîêàçàíî, ÷òî ýòîò âûáîð ìîæåò îêàçàòü ñóùåñòâåííîå
âëèÿíèå íà õàðàêòåð ïðîãðåâà òå÷åíèÿ âíóòðè âñåãî êàíàëà. Ïî ðåçóëüòàòàì èññëåäîâàíèÿ âûáîð ñäåëàí
â ïîëüçó íåëèíåéíîãî ãðàíè÷íîãî óñëîâèÿ.
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